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ABSTRACT

Scalably encoded information results in files which can be
truncated at an arbitrary point and decoded, as supported
by the JPEG-2000 (image) and MPEG-4 (video) standards.
This work introduces a tractable, yet flexible analytical model
for resource management involving scalably encoded video.
Each segment of video of a predetermined length yields
a file that can be truncated and decoded independently of
other segments. The problem is set up as a joint optimiza-
tion of transmission power, and coding rate (where to trun-
cate?). The analysis reveals that any one of these variables
uniquely determines the other. The terminal should truncate
the file at the point that maximizes quality per unit of power
employed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern media encoders, such as those in the the JPEG 2000
(still images) and MPEG-4 (video) compression standards,
support scalability. Fine granular scalability produces an
“embedded” bit stream, which can be truncated at an ar-
bitrary point, and decoded, leading to various levels of re-
produced media quality. Video scalability can be achieved
along various dimensions, including SNR, spatial (size), tem-
poral (frame rate), and frequency; and these scalability modes
may be combined [6, Ch.11].

In the present work, the model introduced in [4] for still
images is extended to consider the transfer over a wireless
link of scalably encoded video. Each T secs of video leads
to a Y-bit embedded bit stream, which is independent of
the other segments. For example, T may correspond to one
group of pictures (GOP), or several GOPs, in video coded
according to MPEG standards. An energy-limited terminal
seeks to jointly optimize both the truncation point of the em-
bedded bit stream (coding rate), and its transmission power.
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Fig. 1. Some S-curves

We postulate thatall that is knownabout the function
yielding the “utility” or “quality” of the resulting video seg-
ment in terms of the number of bits in the truncated file
(coding rate) is that its graph is an S-curve. As shown in fig.
1, this family of curves contains as special cases (“mostly”)
concave curves (e.g,U1), (“mostly”) convex curves (e.g.,
U4), and smoothed out “step” functions (e.g.U2). And the
“ramp” displayed by S-curves such asU3, can express a
near linear relation, over a range of interest. These shapes
should accommodate most, if not all situations of interest.
Other reasons for adopting this family are discussed in [4].

Another critical function is that giving the probability
of success of the transmission of a data packet in terms of
a signal to interference measure at the receiver. It can be
safely assumed that for any physical layer, any such func-
tion has an S-shaped graph. Thus, two different S-curves
are at the core of this analysis.

The scientific literature registers at least one previous
use of the idea of maximizing end-user utility in video stream-
ing in [1], later extended to [2]. But that work focuses on



a wired network with renegotiable CBR services, does not
consider scalability, and only considers a logarithmic utility
function. There are also various works involving power al-
location and the wireless transmission of video. Typically,
power is minimized, and possibly other parameters are ad-
justed, while holding “end-to-end” distortion to an accept-
able level. For instance, [7] specifically targets scalably-
encoded video, while seeking an optimal power allocation,
with joint source-channel coding. However, previous works
seeking a joint power, and coding rate selection in order to
maximize a video quality metrics within an analytical model
appear unavailable.

Below, we describe the system model, and discuss more
formally the key functions. Then, after formally stating the
problem, we build and analytically solve an optimization
model, and provide a numerical example. We conclude by
discussing our results, and commenting on possible exten-
sions.

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. System model

Fig. 2 shows schematically the system engaged in the wire-
less transmission of scalably encoded live video. Each T
secs of video is encoded as a fully embedded bit stream of
lengthY , which may be truncated to lengthy. Fory ≤ Y ,
the reproduced video is imperfect. Its quality or utility is
u(y), with u an increasing function discussed below. The
bit stream is broken up into packets. Each packet may have
added error-control bits (error-control systemnot shown).
These packets enter a large buffer prior to transmission. Pack-
ets are wirelessly transmitted at the rate ofR bps. To ensure
continuous video play out at the receiver, the actual trans-
mission time alloted to they bits corresponding to a given
T-sec segment is∆ ≤ T secs. (i.e., the coding rate cannot
exceedR∆/T ). A ∆ < T may account for processing and
propagation time not being modeled, and a certain “guard
time”. The probability that a packet is successfully received
is fs(x), with x the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the
receiver, which is determined by the chosen transmission
power, any path loss, and the interference (noise) present
at the receiver. The functionfs is discussed further be-
low. Packets received in error which cannot be corrected
result in ideal re-transmissions until correctly received and
confirmed. Correctly received packets are placed in a large
buffer. Other symbols shown in fig. 2 are discussed as in-
troduced below.

2.2. Quality as a function of the compression rate

At the core of this inquiry is a function yielding the quality
or utility of the decoded video as a function of the number
of bits in the truncated encoded file. This function cannot
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the wireless transmission of scalably
encoded live video.

be derived; it is fully determined by the end-user, in the
same way in which the “utility function” at the core of eco-
nomic studies resides within the consumer.u(y) should be
obtained by psychophysical experimentation. We postulate
that this function is such that its graph is an S-curve. Some
of the implications of this assumption are discussed further
in [4]. A fixed function could work for different video seg-
ments, in particular if the segments are sufficiently “similar”
(e.g., each corresponds to different parts of the same sport-
ing event). References [3, 5] discuss the technical charac-
terization of a generic S-curve.

2.3. A Generalized frame-success function

The frame-success function (FSF) yields the probability that
a data packet is received successfully as a function of the
signal to interference ratio at the receiver. This function
is determined by physical attributes of the system, includ-
ing the modulation technique, the forward error detection
scheme, the nature of the channel, and properties of the re-
ceiver. We assume thatall that is knownabout the FSF,fs,
is that its graph exhibits a sigmoidal shape as in figure (3).
For good technical reasons similar to those discussed in [3],
f(x) := fs(x) − fs(0) replacesfs in the analysis below
(fs(0) is generally very small, but not zero).

3. ANALYSIS

For our purposes, it is convenient to regard the wireless
channel as if it was a deterministic channel producing the
throughput that the actual channel produces on the aver-
age. Thus, we assume that, when the SIR at the receiver
is x, (L/M)Rf(x) information bits are received each sec-
ond at the decoder buffer. The intuition is as follows. With
a perfect channel, each packet would be filled with infor-
mation bits (no ECC), and would be received successfully
at first try. Thus,R information bits would be received each
sec. However, with an imperfect channel,M − L ECC
bits are introduced in each packet, and still, on the average,
only nf(x) out of everyn packets are received successfully.



Thus, an average of(L/M)Rf(x) information bits are suc-
cessfully transferred each second.

3.1. Problem statement

It is taken as given a (1) certain amount of energy,Ē, avail-
able for transmission, (2) fixed transmission rate ofR bits
per second, (3) long sequence of files, each of lengthy ≤ Y ,
each divided into packets of lengthL � y and each corre-
sponding to a video segment of length T secs which has
been encoded scalably (L−M error-control bits are added
to each packet), (4) maximal time∆ ≤ T secs. to complete
the transmission of they bits corresponding to a given T-sec
segment (i.e., the coding rate cannot exceedR∆/T ) (5) util-
ity/quality functionu as defined in section 2.2, (6) certain
level of interference (noise),I, (7) frame-success function
fs as described in section 2.3.

The transmitter wants to choose optimally (i) the trun-
cation point (coding rate) and (ii) the transmission power, in
order to maximize the sum of the quality or utility of each
one of the video segments that can be viewed at the receiver
before energy runs out.

3.2. Objective Function

For a given level of desired quality,ū, there is a correspond-
ing number of information bits,y, that produces this qual-
ity (u(y) = ū). Thus, the total number of information bits
received successfully after∆ secs. must be not less than
this y. And spending energy to exceed this level would be
unwise, because it would decrease the total number of seg-
ments of qualitȳu that are delivered before energy runs out.
Thus, for giveny and∆, the terminal must choose its trans-
mission power so that

L

M
Rf(x)∆ = y (1)

There is one specific SIR value,x(y), that satisfies eq. (1),
and a specific transmitted power,P (y), that yields the SIR
x(y) at the receiver. Thus, for a given∆, y determines the
transmission power.

The total amount of energy spent on the transmission of
a video segment of qualityu(y) is P (y)∆. Thus, the total
number of T-sec video segments of qualityu(y) that can
be transferred with an energy budget ofĒ is Ē/(P (y)∆).
Then, the total quality viewed, which the terminal wishes to
maximize, is

Ē

∆
u(y)
P (y)

(2)

For a fixed level of energy,̄E, the terminal only needs
to maximizeu(y)/(∆P (y)) (quality per Joule), and if∆ is
also fixed, just maximizeu(y)/P (y), the quality-to-power
ratio (QPR).

3.3. Optimization Model and Solution

In view of the preceding analysis, the objective of the single
user can be expressed as maximizingu(y)/P (y). Assuming
a CDMA technology, with a spreading gain ofG := Rc/R
(chip rate over bit rate), channel gain ofh, and interfering
powerI, the received SIR and the transmitted power are re-
lated asx = GPh/I. Thus, the terminal objective is equiv-
alent to :

max
x,y

u(y)
x

max
x

u(Bf(x))
x

s.t.y = Bf(x) OR s.t.0 ≤ x ≤ x̄

0 ≤ x ≤ x̄

whereB := (L/M)R∆ and x̄ := GhP̄/I with P̄ the
largest available transmission power.

With u(Bf(x)) := s(x), the terminal should maximize
the ratios(x)/x. It can be shown that, as shown in fig. 3, the
composite functionu(Bf(x)) retains the S-shape of bothu
andf . As discussed in [3, 5], foranyS-curveS, S(x)/x is
always maximized atx∗, the abscissa of the tangency point
between the S-curve and a straight line that passes through
the origin.

3.4. Numerical example

Fig. 3 summarizes a numerical example. We assume that
it has been experimentally determined that, for this end-
user, the utility or quality functionu(y) = [1 + exp((60 −
y)/10)]−1(plotted at the top of fig. 3). Withx denoting SIR
at the receiver, the frame-success function is assumed to be
fs(x) = [1 − 1

2 exp(x/2)]80(whose graph is second from
the top), which corresponds to non-coherent FSK modula-
tion, no FEC and 80-bit packet size. Suppose that T secs
of video can be scalably encoded, at full rate, toY = 100
(in some multiple of bits). The parametersR, L, M , and∆
are such thatB = (L/M)R∆ = 110 (in the same unit as
Y ). The third subplot corresponds to the composite func-
tion u(Bf(x)) := s(x), which clearly retains the S-shape
of both u andf . The terminal must choose its transmis-
sion power so that the ratios(x)/x (plotted at the bottom)
is maximized. The maximizer isx∗ ≈ 10.5, and its match-
ing truncation point isy∗ ≈ 110 ∗ f(10.5) = 88. Thus, for
this user, under this physical layer, the scalable file should
be truncated to about 88% its size, leading to a per-segment
video quality of about 94% that of the original.

4. DISCUSSION

We have investigated the problem faced by an energy-limited
terminal transferring over a wireless link a long sequence of
files, each corresponding to a segment of video which has
been scalably encoded, as supported by the MPEG-4 stan-
dard. We have discussed a tractable analytical model, based
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Fig. 3. From the top, (i) the S-curveu(y) giving the percep-
tual quality of a video segment, as a function of the coding
rate, (ii) f(x), the probability of successful reception of a
packet as a function of the SIR, (iii) the composite function
u(Bf(x)) := s(x), (iv) the ratios(x)/x which the termi-
nal should maximize. ForanyS-curveS, S(x)/x is always
maximized atx∗, found at the tangency point between the
S-curve and a straight line from the origin.

on two key functions:u(y) which gives the perceptual qual-
ity or utility of a video segment as function of the coding
rate, andf(x), the packet success probability as function
of the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the receiver. By
assuming thatall that is knownabout these 2 functions is
that they are S-curves, we are de facto allowing the pos-
sibility that (“mostly”) concave, convex, “step”, and linear
functions play those roles (fig. 1). We have postulated that
the terminal wishes to maximize the “cumulative utility” (or
quality) from all the segments that reach the receiver before
energy runs out. Our analysis has led us to maximize the
quality-to-power ratio, which is equivalent to maximizing
quality per Joule. Although we have set up the problem as
a joint optimization of power and coding rate, our analysis
indicates that, when the transmission time is constrained by
the underlying streaming application, any one of these vari-
ables fully determines the other. The terminal should choose
its transmission power so that the received SIRx maximizes
the ratiou(Bf(x))/x, which occurs at the tangency point
between a straight line from the origin, and the graph of
the composite functionu(Bf(x)) (also an S-curve). If the
terminal lacks sufficient power to reach that SIR, it should
operate at maximal power, unless the resulting video quality
is unacceptably low.

Direct implications of our analysis include: (i) ifu(y) ≈
ky so that the quality-coding-rate relation is nearly linear,
the optimal SIR is determined by the physical layer, as the
maximizer off(x)/x (which is the sameSIR that a data-

transmitting terminal would choose! [3]); (ii) ifu behaves
like a step function, the terminal should truncate just past
the point where the step occurs; and (iii) iff behaves like
a step function, then the optimal SIR is just past the point
wheref jumps.

Even with a fixed physical layer (f function), the op-
timal operating point could change due to a variation in
the perception of quality (u function) at the receiver, or
movement that may force the transmitter to operate at an
SIR below the optimal level due to power limitations. If
the streamed video has been encoded prior to transmission,
scalability is essential to achieve such adaptation, via a change
in the truncation point of the embedded bit stream. But
if coding is being performed concurrent with transmission,
a non-scalable encoder that can adapt its rate in real-time
could provide a more efficient solution, at a possibly higher
computational cost. We can also apply our analysis to opti-
mally choose the coding rate of the non-scalable encoder.

A situation in which several video transmitters share a
CDMA channel can be set up as a “game” in which each
terminal seeks to maximize its quality-to-power index, with
each terminal’s “noise” including the interference caused by
others. Game theory has been fruitfully applied to the wire-
less transmission of data, in [3] and other works.
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